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ABSTRACT: The process of machine learning has been useful in finding solution to issues of getting important, accurate
and meaningful information. This paper provides machines with the abilities of collecting data using systems like humans
and processing the data using machine learning techniques for predictions and arriving at accurate decisions the same level
as humans. This paper uses two types of machine learning techniques. They techniques considered in this research are
Navies Bayes and K-means clustering techniques. The confusion matrix was introduced to test the performance of the
machine learning algorithms. At the end of this research, a more accurate and efficient technique would be obtained for
providing insights, making reliable predictions, and for accurate decision making process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

approximately correct (PAC) learning is a tool for
analyzing machine learning. In applying the tool, the
learner chooses a function, known as the hypothesis
from a group of of feasible events. The aim is, with
high probability, the chosen event will have low
error. The model was enlarged to cover error and
noise [4]. A major process of improving the PAC
technique is the use of computational techniques to
machine learning. Most importantly, the learner is
expected to seek for efficient models, and the learner
must develop a procedure for developing the
technique. [5].

Machine learning expanded from traditional
statistics. This has been made possible by big
corporate organizations. Machine learning has been
growing all through recent years. By using their
procedure large amounts of data have been measured
and collected. This makes it possible to utilize
computational techniques to develop important
models from such data [1]. There are plenty opensource implementations of machine learning
techniques that can be applied using application
programming interface (API) calls. For examples
Weka, Orange, and RapidMiner. The results
obtained can be applied to visual tools. Examples are
Tableau and Spotfire. These are used for generating
dashboards. Computer security can get started as a
theoretically made set of events. Arranging and
organizing a set of events starts with finding
solutions to security issues and wants to perceive
different area of computer security. Machine
learning covers various rules and conditions for
techniques that are applied to take out important
models from collected data. These models are
applied to different mining activities [2].

Systematic organization of information makes it
easier and faster for storage, searching, and retrieval
of necessary information. Text classification is a
necessary tool for organizing information into
groups. This is necessary because it assists
organizations to improve on their manual
procedures. The tool has many usage. Examples
include automated indexing of articles, spam
filtering, automated essay grading, classification of
news articles, etc.
[6]. Information retrieval is seeking documents with
solution to certain enquiries. Statistical tools can be
applied to obtain stated objectives. Natural language
processing can be applied to obtain better knowledge
of natural language. This assists to develop
classification results. Machine learning is used to
design and improve techniques that allows
computers to learn so as to improve system
efficiency [7].

Machine learning is a branch of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and grew from pattern recognition,
applied to investigate data models. It is used to
model computer programs using available data.
Models are used to solve complex problems. They
improve the efficiency in their usage pattern.
These techniques make it easier for computers to
develop models from acquired data [3]. Probability
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[8] applies computational techniques to analyse big
data, and to analyze the behavioral pattern of such
data. The paper evaluates estimated data by carrying
out a simulation to accurately model actual data and
at what period of time. The simulation, based on real
data, is developed to estimate actual data. explores
the application of effective. [9] explores machine
learning to overcome challenges associated with
data analysis and demonstrates how machine
learning techniques have contributed and are
contributing to research in machine learning. [10]
focuses on developing a model that would
automatically classify a comment as either toxic or
non-toxic using logistic regression. The paper
develops a multi-headed model to detect different
types of toxicity. For example hostile words, swear
words, offensive words, and racial prejudice. [11]
undertakes a review of machine learning with the
aim of identifying a reliable and accurate technique
for modeling data. In order to identify an appropriate
machine learning technique, it is necessary to carry
out a comparative study of commonly used machine
learning techniques.

3. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUES
This research paper utilizes Naïve Bayes and Kmeans clustering techniques as machine learning
techniques to analyse data. It also utilizes comfusion
matrix as a performance metrics to text the machine
learning techniques. The models are described as
follows:
3.1. Naive Bayes technique
Naive Bayes techniqueis a classification technique
which depends on the Bayes’ theorem. There exists
the condition of independence between predictors. In
as much as these features depend on each other, a
Naive Bayes classifier contains all these properties
to be independent. It is a method for developing
classifiers: models for establishing class labels to
problem instances, constituted as vectors of feature
attributes, where the class characters are drawn from
some definable set.
Naïve Bayes technique is usually applied to
clustering and classification. The basic system of
Naïve Bayes technique relies on the conditional
probability. It establishes trees based on their
probability of occurrence. These trees are as well
defined as Bayesian network. The Naïve Bayes
algorithm is given as follows:

2. DATA SET
In this research paper, the Fisher Iris data set was
utilized to analyze the two machine learning
techniques in this research paper. The Fisher’s Iris
data set is a multivariate data set introduced by [12],
as an example of discriminant analysis. The Fisher
Iris data set contains approximately 150 instances.
The 4 features of the Fisher Iris data set are:
PL - petal length
PW - petal width
SL - sepal length
SW - sepal width
The Fisher Iris data set is given as follows:

Fig. 2 Naïve Bayes algorithm

3.2. K-means clustering technique
K-means clustering technique is defined as a set of
unsupervised learning method that when it starts
operating, it produces groups instinctively. The
items which has close affinities are collected in the
same group. This method is defined as k-means
because it produces k distinct groups. The mean of

Fig.1 Fisher Iris data
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the estimates in a particular group is the center of
that group. K-means clustering technique is a
technique of the process of constraining an input
from a large set of values, collected from
from signal
processing,
widely
used
for
classification in data mining. K-means clustering
addresses dividing n observations into k groups in
which each observation share same affinity with
each group. The closest mean, perform as a
prototype of the group. The set of rules governing
K-means clustering technique is given as follows:

also be defined as the error matrix. It is a defined
table structure that visualizes the system
performance of the set of rules governing the
method. Individual row of the matrix denotes
variables in a predicted group while each column
denotes variables in a group. It is a unique type of
contingency table, containing two dimensions, actual
and predicted, and also similar types of groups in
both dimensions of the contingency table.
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
This section presents the implementation of the
machine learning techniques via computational
method. Implementation results for K-means
clustering and Naives Bayes techniques are given.
The results of the performance of the K means
clustering and the Naïve Bayes techniques using
confusion matrix are also given.
4.1. Results for K-means clustering technique
After the analysis of data sets using K-means
clustering algorithm, the following results are
obtained:

Fig. 3 K-means clustering technique

3.3. The confusion matrix
The confusion matrix has been applied to calculate
the extent of introducing and conducting the set of
rules governing the method. It was applied to show
the difference between the K means clustering and
Naïve Bayes techniques. A confusion matrix can

4.2. Results for Naives Bayes technique
After the analysis of datasets using Naives Bayes
technique algorithm, the following results are
obtained:

4.3. Performance test using confusion matrix
The result from the implementation of the confusion
matrix was used to show the performance of the K
means clustering and the Naïve Bayes techniques.
The results from implementing the confusion matrix
on Naïve Bayes technique is given as follows:

Fig. 4 The results on Naïve Bayes technique
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The first row (0,1,2) shows the predicted types while
the first column (0,1,2) shows the real types. The
values in blue were the rightly predicted valve.
(0,0): shows that 16 values was correctly predicted
to be type 0
(1,1): shows that 14 valves was correctly predicted
to be type 1
(2,2): shows that 12 values was correctly predicted
to be type 2
(0,1): shows that 1 value was wrongly predicted to
be type 1
(1,2): shows that 2 valve was wrongly predicted to
be type 2
(1,0), (2,0), (2,1), (0,2): shows that there is no valve
predicted.
The Naïve Bayes shows that three valves are
predicted rightly and two are wrongly predicted.

learning techniques. The study has contributed to
show the differences between K means clustering
technique and Naives Bayes algorithm using
confusion matrix.
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The results from implementing the confusion matrix
on K means clustering technique is given as follows:

Fig. 5 The results on K means clustering technique

The first row (0,1,2) shows the predicted types while
the first column (0,1,2) shows the real types. The
values in blue were the rightly predicted valve.
(0,0): shows that 17 values were correctly
predicted to be type 0
(1,0): shows that 16 valves were correctly
predicted to be type 1
(2,0): shows that 12 values were correctly
predicted to be type 0
The K means clustering shows that three valves are
predicted rightly.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This research provides machines with the abilities of
collecting data using systems identical to the humans
and then processing collected data via machine
learning methods for predictive purposes and
inferring decisions the same level as humans. In
evaluating the objectives, the study employed two
machine learning techniques. The confusion matrix
was introduced to test the performance of the
machine learning algorithms.
From the analysis carried out, Naives Bayes
technique was able to predict more accurate values
than K means clustering technique. This study has
added to already numerous literature on machine
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